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SNUBBIE REVOLVERS

GI 1911S
We requisitioned four 
Mil-Spec-style 1911s 
in 45 Auto to see how 

different they are 
from the originals and 
to determine if these 

old combat pistols 
can still be used as 
defensive firearms.

● Page 11

LASER RANGE FINDERS
Tested: SIG Sauer’s Kilo 4K and the Leupold RX-2800 TBR/W. Both 
offer a range of performance and distance solutions. ● Page 19

Which small-frame wheelgun in 
38 Special or 357 Magnum is best 
for carry? Tested: Charter Arms 

Boxer, Smith & Wesson’s 
PC 640 Pro, and the Taurus 

Defender 605. 
● Page 5
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There are so many things going on in the 
gun world these days, it’s hard to dial in 
and focus on just one thing. So this month, 
here’s a collection of bits and pieces about 

the gun culture and products that caught my eye: 

● I was fascinated by a YouTube video put out 
by Cabot Gun Company detailing how they create 
Damascus steel for their handguns. I love the look 
of Cabot’s Damascus Steel 1911 Pistols, but they’re 
out of my price range. To see the video, search for 
“Dirt to Damascus” in your browser or on YouTube.

● In an extremely important case before the Seventh Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Chicago, the state of Illinois won a stay of a lower court order 
that found the state’s semi-auto rifle and standard-capacity magazine 
bans were unconstitutional. These laws enact a ban on AR-15s and other 
semi-automatic firearms, as well as magazines that can hold more than 
10 or 15 rounds. A district court judge in southern Illinois ruled the bans 
were unconstitutional, but a single judge on the Seventh Circuit stayed, 
or stopped, the lower court’s ruling, which would have kept the bans 
from going into effect. So at this moment, a lot of semi-autos in Illinois 
are illegal to sell or possess or transfer. The Seventh Circuit has set an 
expedited briefing schedule for the case, with oral arguments set for June 
29, or about the time you read this. This is a bad, bad law, and this circuit 
is packed with anti-gun-rights judges.

● On the other side of the ledger, in the Eastern District of Virginia, 
Richmond Division, District Court Judge Robert S. Payne ruled that 
federal statutes and regulations that ban 18- to 20-year-old citizens from 
purchasing handguns is facially unconstitutional. The case, Fraser v ATF, 
was brought by four citizens between the ages of 18 and 20. Judge Payne 
ruled against the ATF in part because the Second Amendment, unlike 
other amendments in the Bill of Rights, contains the phrase “shall not be 
infringed.” Bravo, Judge Payne. Awesome ruling.

● Elsewhere, a three-judge panel for the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals 
ruled against the legality of the ATF’s administrative ban on bump stocks, 
saying that it is unclear whether bump stocks fit within the current statutory 
definition of “machine gun.” Of course they don’t, and it’s good the court 
recognized that a bump stock is not a machine gun, as the agency’s flip-
flopping on the definition also shows. In the opinion, Judge Ronald Lee 
Gilman wrote, “An Act of Congress could clear up the ambiguities, but 
so far Congress has failed to act.” Yep. Because the relevant statute does 
not clearly and unambiguously prohibit bump stocks, the court was right 
to find against ATF. GT
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Getting In Depth in Reviews 

Online Is a Blessing
Dear Mr. Woodard, even two 

years ago, if you had said you were 
putting more material online than 
in the paper magazine, I would 
have been very mad. I am 62, 63 
next month, and very old school. 
But now I think the online material 
will be a huge blessing to all of us. 
Thanks for doing that. I hope to be 
set up by the end of next month.

I bought a Galco shoulder holster 
following your recommendation. 
I read all your shoulder holster 
reviews six or eight times or 
more, scouring and pondering 
all comments, and decided the 
Galco might be the best for me. I 
love it. Most comfortable holster I 
have ever worn. It works in many 
instances for me, for what I need. 
The ambidextrous ability to switch 
from right to left shoulder is genius 
and much needed. I had surgery 
on my right shoulder, not serious 
but still surgery. I can draw with 
my left hand much easier, and 
while not ambidextrous, I can 
shoot equally poorly with either 
hand, so drawing left handed really 
is not a problem for me. Thanks 
so much for all of those reviews 
and the detail on each one. Never 
thought I would buy one, but I will 
never be without one again. We all 
need more options to carry than 
we think.

Also, thanks for telling us where 
you get stuff. The Galco shoulder 
holster was much cheaper at 
Optics Planet than anywhere else I 
looked. I really appreciate all this 
information in the reviews.

The reviews are good on all 
you are doing, even though I am 
not really interested in buying 
anything, but we never know when 
that will change. The review detail 
and introductory material to the 

Reader Don enjoys the background material we provide in our 
reviews, in addition to the “listing” of good products to buy. That’s 
good to hear. Reader John is skeptical of Biofire’s gun technology.

We welcome mail from 
our readers. To send us 
comments or questions 
about previous articles in 
the magazine, e-mail us: 

GunTestsEditor@icloud.com 

If you include the month 
and year of the article 
you’re writing about, it’s a 
big help. 

Also, please include your 
name, address, and phone 
number. We won’t publish 
your personal information 
other than your first name, 
but we may need to contact 
you about your letter. We 
appreciate the quality 
and depth of thought our 
readers generate.  GT

reviews is just marvelous and well 
done, I thought.

I am still anxiously waiting to 
see a review on optics, especially 
for longer-range shooting. One 
thing I am noticing more as I look 
through more optics is that some 
appear to be whitewashed out a 
little on color. Some let the color 
through very well, and others seem 
whitewashed. Also, the older I get, 
the more I need optics that are 
very clear and that do not force 
my eyes to focus more and more 
to see clearly. When I was young, I 
did not know scopes could focus. 
I knew binoculars could, but not 
scopes. Now I cannot use one that 
I cannot focus by hand.

I would like to see a review 
on night-vision scopes. I am very 
interested in the one from Burris 
that you can use as a monocular or 
clip onto any existing rifle scope, 
I assume as long as the bell on the 
front is the same size. I think the 
BTC 50 is what I need to clip onto 
a 50mm bell on my other scopes. 
How do other scopes compare 
to this one? This clip-on and 
monocular combo scope is best 
for me — if it works. That is where 
we all depend on you folks.

Any chance you can now add an 
entire section of reloading reviews 
for the online material? I would 
love to see reviews on all reloading 
bullets, powder, primers, presses, 
powder throwers, and so on. I 
have an idea to keep my powder 
thrower from bouncing powder 
out all over. If it works, I will send 
photos. We are still finishing our 
house, so it will take me a bit to 
get this set up and running.

I can’t thank you enough for all 
the information you publish and 
share. As I have said before, Gun 
TesTs is education, not just a list 

of what to buy. Thank you, thank 
you, and thank you. — Don

Hey Don: You’re welcome. The 
space we have online will allow 
us to do more tests of optics and 
reloading gear. Look forward to 
seeing you. — Todd Woodard

Re: “Downrange,” June 2023
I read your editorial on the 

Biofire “Smart Gun” and smiled. 
Not so fast, Biofire.

My wife has been a registered 
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GUN TESTS REPORT CARD GRADING 

Gun Tests Grade: A
A gun with this rating functions perfectly, shoots accurately, 

and exhibits comfortable, easy use for its owner. We may prefer 
one gun over others based on its unusual accuracy, superior 

performance, unusual features, or nice cosmetics. We recognize 
such a gun for these traits without regard to its cost.

Gun Tests Grade: B
We give this ranking to a gun that functions 

appropriately for its category, but which might not do 
as well in major areas as an A-ranked gun.

Gun Tests Grade: C
We may have reservations about some aspect of a gun’s 

performance or pricing. We express those reservations so the 
reader can balance our concerns with his or her needs.

Gun Tests Grade: D
Some aspect of a gun’s performance — in particular, safety, function, 
or accuracy — doesn’t meet our standards and isn’t easily resolved.

Gun Tests Grade: F
Some aspect of a gun’s performance is dangerous, 

inappropriate for the category, or is likely to fail.

nurse for more than 40 years. Due 
to her job, which requires endless 
hand washing, she has literally 
scrubbed off her fingerprints. She 
proved this several years back.

While at the NRA convention, 
we were looking at gun safes. One 
representative was quite proud of 
his safe that used digital fingerprint 
technology to unlock it. When my 
wife said her fingerprints were 
gone, he said, “I have been doing 
this for 10 years. I have never seen 
one person whose fingerprints 
wouldn’t unlock the safe.” Well, 
now he has to say in 10 years he 
has only seen one person whose 
fingerprints wouldn’t open the 
safe. Someone should point out 
to Biofire that this fingerprint 
technology is not totally reliable. 
In my wife’s case, the “smart 
gun” would be better named 
BioFailedToFire. — John

Re: “22 Autoloader Shoot-out: 
Rossi, Ruger, & Winchester 
Compete,” September 2022
Todd, great magazine. After 

re-reading your article on 22 
rimfire rifles, I have to ask: Did 
the Winchester lead the accuracy 
test because of its longer sight 
radius? Looking at the photos, it is 
obvious that it has a much longer 
sight radius than the Ruger or the 
Rossi. As close as the Ruger and 
the Winchester were, I think that 
if you re-test the same rifles with 
optics the Ruger will come out 
on top.

Also, when I was playing around 
on YouTube, I saw some really 
scary videos. Please remind your 
readers to take whatever they 
find there with a good big dose 
of skepticism. — Dave

Hey Dave: Hard to say that 
the accuracy margin was due 
to sight radius. That probably 

contributed to the advantage the 
Winchester had, but trigger pull 
quality, sight visibility, and even 
the ammo selection could add up 
to smaller groups. — tw

Eyes and Ears
Wondering if you’ve ever done 

or plan to do a review of eyes 
and ears? Was in the market 
for hearing protection recently 
and bought a pair of those 
electronics from a well-known 
brand. Awful. Uncomfortable and 
amplified everything, including 
the decibels it was supposed to 
block. I returned those. Finally 
went with old-school passive pair 
from Amazon, 3M Peltor. Made in 
Poland, which is fine by me, part 
of my heritage. Comfortable, and 
they do the job. A thorough review 
would have been nice. — John

Hey John: Yeah, it’s hard to beat 
proven technology that doesn’t 
cost an arm and a leg. Plugs on 
a string, then passive muffs over 
that, still does a good job for me. 
But there are many other choices 
available to protect hearing now, 
and they’re worth a look. I’ll float 
the idea to the staff and see who 
wants to undertake this. Thanks 
for letting me know. — tw

More 380 Reviews?
As interest in 380 ACP-caliber 

pistols continues to grow, new 
models are being introduced. For 
some time, the Bersa Thunder Plus 
was the only option for a new 
mid-sized high-capacity pistol in 
380 Auto. Some older types are 
available on the used market, but 
these are not easily obtained and 
require evaluation as to fitness 
before use. New models have been 
introduced by Ruger (Security 
380), Beretta (80X Cheetah) and 
EAA/Girsan (MC14 T). Please 
consider a comparative evaluation 
of these new options against the 
Bersa Thunder Plus. Thanks for a 
fine publication. — Peter

Hey Peter: I’ve assigned the 
topic to a writer. — tw  GT
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Three Revolvers Shoot It Out: 
Smith, Taurus, and Charter Arms
We found a trio of small-frame wheelguns in 38 Special and 357 
Magnum you might like to carry. They were the Charter Arms Boxer, 
Smith & Wesson’s PC 640 Pro, and the Taurus Defender 605.

Revolvers remain a solid choice for personal 
defense. Many citizens decide they need 
a handgun to protect the homestead or to 
carry concealed, and they often choose 

a simple revolver. Folks hiking and camping also 
like to have a handgun handy that has the utility 
to take on feral dogs and aggressive big cats. Not 
to mention the epidemic of crime along trails. For 
many who are unable to take an immersion class in 
handgunning, the revolver, with its simple manual of 
arms, is a good choice. But revolvers are not found 
only in the safes of beginners. Many experienced 
handgunners favor a revolver for certain chores. 
As a backup handgun, while camping, or for any 
day of the week, the revolver is a fine choice. Let’s 
find your best buy among three good handguns we 
recently tested.

Our first wheelgun was the Charter Arms Boxer 
53620 38 Special, $349. Charter Arms rose to success 
during the Vietnam War by offering affordable 
but reliable revolvers at a fair price. Our research 
indicates it was either Colt or Smith & Wesson 
revolvers or cheap imports without affordable, 
reliable revolvers in the middle price range before 
Charter Arms came along. Charter Arms introduced 
what was then billed as the lightest steel-frame 
revolver. Charter accomplished this by designing 
a steel-frame chassis surrounded by an aluminum 
receiver, with aluminum used in the areas that are 

In this installment, we test three small-frame 
revolvers. Left to right are the Taurus Defender 
605 in 357 Magnum, the Charter Arms Boxer in 38 
Special, and the Smith & Wesson Performance 
Center 640 Pro, also in 357 Magnum.

All of the 
revolvers 
featured well-
designed 
grips that did 
a credible job 
of absorbing 
recoil from the 
38 Special cartridge. Left to right are the 640 
Pro, the 605 Defender, and the Boxer. While the 
Taurus fits small hands best, it also is the least 
friendly with heavy 357 Magnum loads. 

Left: The Boxer 38 Special is a workmanlike revolver with good ratings. While all the revolvers offered 
good control, the Boxer was soft shooting for its light weight. Center: The Smith & Wesson Pro’s 
smooth trigger impressed the raters. The 640 Pro was actually docile firing 38 Special loads. Right: The 
Taurus Defender offered good combat accuracy and is clearly worth its modest price.
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less stressed or that have reduced load bearing. Also, 
Charter Arms produced one of the first transfer-bar 
revolvers manufactured in America.

Next up were two revolvers chambered in 357 
Magnum, but which also fire the 38 Special, the 
first being a Smith & Wesson Performance Center 

CHARTER ARMS BOXER 53620 
38 SPECIAL, $349

GUN TESTS GRADE: A (BEST BUY)
The revolver works as designed and is reasonably 
smooth and more accurate than expected. It is a 

reliable utilitarian piece. Despite the shortest sight 
radius and lightest weight, the Boxer was the most 

accurate revolver in slow fire.

Action type ......................... Double Action/single Action

overAll length .............................................. 6.95 in.
bArrel ........................................................... 2.2 in.
sight rADius ................................................. 3.25 in.
overAll height ................................................ 5.1 in.
MAxiMuM WiDth ................................................ 1.5 in.
Weight unloADeD ...........................................16.0 oz.
Weight loADeD ...............................................20.7 oz.
cylinDer gAp ................................................. 0.05 in.
cApAcity ..................................................................6
FrAMe.......................................................... AluMinuM

bArrel & cylinDer ........................MAtte stAinless steel

FrAMe Front strAp height ................................. 2.1 in.
reAr strAp height ............................................ 3.2 in.
grip ................................................ checkereD rubber

grip thickness MAxiMuM .................................... 1.2 in.
grip circuMFerence MAxiMuM ............................. 5.1 in.
Front sight ........................................... Fiber-optic Dot

reAr sight ..................................... top receiver groove

trigger pull Weight Double Action ................. 12.9 lbs.
trigger pull Weight single Action .................... 3.5 lbs.
trigger spAn ................................................... 3.3 in.
sAFety .........................................internAl trAnsFer bAr

WArrAnty ..............................................liMiteD liFetiMe

telephone ......................................... (203) 922-1652
Website ............................................chArterArMs.coM

MADe in ..............................................................u.s.

SMITH & WESSON PERFORMANCE 
CENTER PRO SERIES MODEL 640 178044 

38 SPECIAL/357 MAGNUM, $909
GUN TESTS GRADE: A (OUR PICK)

We got our money’s worth with this revolver, even 
if it isn’t in most budgets. The concealed hammer 
design makes for a tall backstrap. Equipped with 
the rubberized grips, the revolver is the easiest 

small 357 Magnum we have ever fired. If a compact 
Magnum is what you want, this is the gun for you.

Action type ..................................... Double Action only

overAll length ................................................ 6.6 in.
bArrel ......................................................... 2.13 in.
sight rADius ................................................. 3.75 in.
overAll height ................................................ 4.3 in.
MAxiMuM WiDth ................................................ 1.4 in.
Weight unloADeD ...........................................22.0 oz.
Weight loADeD ...............................................24.1 oz.
cylinDer gAp ............................................... 0.045 in.
cApAcity ..................................................................5
FrAMe.......................... polisheD stAinless steel, J FrAMe

bArrel & cylinDer .................... polisheD stAinless steel

FrAMe Front strAp height ................................. 2.2 in.
reAr strAp height ............................................ 3.8 in.
grip ....................................................pebbleD rubber

grip thickness MAxiMuM .................................... 1.2 in.
grip circuMFerence MAxiMuM ............................. 5.0 in.
Front sight ..................................................... tritiuM

reAr sight ...................................................... tritiuM

trigger pull Weight Double Action ................. 11.6 lbs.
trigger spAn ................................................... 3.0 in.
sAFety ...............................................internAl rebounD

WArrAnty ......................................................... 1 yeAr

telephone ......................................... (800) 331-0852
Website ...........................................sMith-Wesson.coM

MADe in ..............................................................u.s.

Pro Series Model 640 178044, $909. The Smith & 
Wesson 640 Pro is a concealed-carry double-action-
only revolver. The hammer is concealed beneath 
the characteristic humpback frame. This revolver 
features a 2.125-inch-long barrel, yet it is heavier 
than the others at 22.5 ounces, mainly because of 
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TAURUS DEFENDER 605 2-60539NS 
38 SPECIAL/357 MAGNUM, $467

GUN TESTS GRADE: A
A smooth and reliable handgun. The tritium front 

sight is a good feature. We liked the ability to 
chamber 357 Magnum rounds more than we liked 
firing them in this handgun. The Taurus is a good 

defense revolver worth its price. If you’re on a 
budget and want a hammer and 357 Magnum 
capability, choose it over the Smith & Wesson.

Action type .........................Double Action, single Action

overAll length ................................................ 7.5 in.
bArrel ........................................................... 3.0 in.
sight rADius ................................................... 4.5 in.
overAll height ................................................ 4.8 in.
MAxiMuM WiDth ................................................ 1.4 in.
Weight unloADeD ...........................................17.4 oz.
Weight loADeD ...............................................22.1 oz.
cylinDer gAp ................................................. 0.06 in.
cApAcity ..................................................................5
FrAMe..........................................MAtte stAinless steel

bArrel & cylinDer ........................MAtte stAinless steel

FrAMe Front strAp height ................................. 2.1 in.
reAr strAp height ............................................ 3.4 in.
grip ................................................ checkereD rubber

grip thickness MAx .......................................... 1.2 in.
grip circuMFerence MAx .................................... 5.2 in.
Front sight ................................................tritiuM Dot

reAr sight ..................................... top receiver groove

trigger pull Weight Double Action ................. 13.6 lbs.
trigger pull Weight single Action .................... 5.5 lbs.
trigger spAn ................................................... 3.0 in.
sAFety .........................................internAl trAnsFer bAr

WArrAnty .......................................... unliMiteD liFetiMe

telephone ......................................... (305) 624-1115
Website .............................................. tAurususA.coM

MADe in ............................................................brAzil

its stainless-steel frame and barrel.
The third gun of this trio and the second 357 

Magnum is the Taurus Defender 605 2-60539NS, 
$467. Taurus has upgraded several of its revolvers 
to the Defender status. This is the same revolver 

as far as action, chambering, and capacity go, but 
with a 3-inch barrel compared to the shorter 2-inch 
barrel and with hand-filling grips. A tritium front 
sight is also added. The 856 six-shot 38 Special is 
the first of the Defender series, but the Defender 
605 is a 3-inch-barrel five-shot 357 Magnum revolver 
with an exposed hammer. The revolver is more 
like the Smith & Wesson 640 Pro than the Charter 
Arms Boxer.

Before firing the handguns, we rounded up several 
choices of 38 Special ammunition. The majority 
of ammunition fired was Remington 130-grain full 
metal jackets. We also used Federal 158-grain Train 
& Defend, a standard-velocity lead hollow point. 
These are practice loads at low velocity, with low 
recoil. We also used two modern 38 Special defense 
loads, the Federal 120-grain Punch and the Hornady 
125-grain XTP. We fired the Remington and Federal 
non-expanding loads in a combat course, using 25 
rounds of each load in each revolver at 5, 7, and 
10 yards. We fired for accuracy from a bench at 25 
yards using the Federal 158-grain RNL load and the 
Hornady and Federal defense loads. Here’s what we 
thought of each handgun in more detail. 

Charter Arms Boxer 53620 38 Special, $349
The revolver tested is the new Charter Arms Boxer 

38 Special. This is an outgrowth of the Charter Arms 
Bulldog revolver. Charter Arms has offered six-shot 
32-caliber revolvers on the five-shot 38 frame and 
five-shot 32 Magnum revolvers, as well as various 
rimfire models. Charter Arms also offered a five-

Top: We used 
38 Special 
loads to 
compare the 
revolvers 
head to head. 
Center: We 
also used a 
few rounds 
from the range 
bag to check 
for function. 
A revolver will 
feed anything. 
Bottom: We 
also fired a few 
Magnum loads 
in a limited 
side test of 
the S&W and 
Taurus guns. 
We feel that 
the Remington 
Golden Saber 125-grain 357 Magnum, shown, is 
an excellent defense cartridge.
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38 SPECIAL RANGE DATA

Federal Train & Protect Charter Arms Taurus Smith & Wesson
38 Sp. 158-grain LSWCHP Boxer Defender 605 PC Model 640 Pro
Average Velocity 730 fps 777 fps 756 fps
Muzzle Energy 187 ft.-lbs. 212 ft.-lbs. 200 ft.-lbs.
Small Group 2.5 in. 2.75 in. 3.0 in.
Average Group 3.5 in. 3.7 in. 4.3 in. 

Federal Punch  Charter Arms Taurus Smith & Wesson
38 Sp. +P 120-grain JHP  Boxer Defender 605 PC Model 640 Pro
Average Velocity 901 fps 1002 fps 934 fps
Muzzle Energy 216 ft.-lbs. 267 ft.-lbs. 231 ft.-lbs.
Small Group 2.3 in. 3.0 in. 3.1 in. 
Average Group 2.8 in. 4.0 in. 4.4 in. 

Hornady American Gunner  Charter Arms Taurus Smith & Wesson
38 Sp. 125-grain XTP Boxer Defender 605 PC Model 640 Pro
Average Velocity 880 fps 891 fps 867 fps
Muzzle Energy 215 ft.-lbs. 220 ft.-lbs. 209 ft.-lbs.
Small Group 2.3 in. 2.4 in. 3.0 in.
Average Group 3.4 in. 3.5 in. 3.8 in. 
 
We fired five-shot groups at 25 yards from a benchrest position using an MTM Case-Gard K-Zone rest. We used 
a Competition Electronics Pro Chrony to measure velocity. The first screen of the chronograph was 10 feet from 
the muzzle of the firearms. The Charter Arms Boxer and Taurus Defender revolvers were fired single action. The 
Smith & Wesson is a double-action-only revolver and was fired DAO.

shot 44 Special revolver known as the Bulldog. The 
Bulldog features a deep frame and a 3-inch barrel. 
The larger frame accommodates a larger-diameter 
cylinder. The Bulldog revolver has also been offered 
with a five-shot 357 Magnum cylinder. 

The Charter Arms revolver features a yoke design 
that doesn’t demand the hand fitting of some other 
revolver types. The ejector rod doesn’t lock up under 
the barrel; the only lock up is in the recoil-shield side 
of the ejector. The cylinder is released by pressing 
the cylinder latch forward.

The Boxer is a 2.2-inch-barrel revolver with a six-
shot 38 Special cylinder. The small-frame Undercover 
would not accommodate a six-shot cylinder as the 
Bulldog frame does. Considering the popularity 

of the revolver for personal defense and the 38 
Special cartridge, this makes sense. The Boxer 38 
Special revolver is primarily stainless steel with 
some anodized-aluminum components.

The cylinder locks up tightly enough, and the 
cylinder release operates in a positive manner. The 
hammer is serrated, allowing for easy cocking for 
single-action fire. Among the best features of this 
revolver are its hand-filling grips. These pebbled 
grips separate the unforgiving steel of the revolver 
frame from the palm. This results in less pain and 
discomfort when firing heavy loads. 

It is important to note that the Charter Arms action, 
unlike practically every other revolver action of the 
past century, isn’t based on Colt or Smith & Wesson 

Left: Perhaps the Charter Arms Boxer’s greatest advantage in accuracy was the fiber-optic front sight. 
Center: The Smith & Wesson 640 Pro’s  humpback frame sets off its excellent sights. Right: On the 
Taurus Defender 605’s sights, a tritium center insert is surrounded by bright orange day-glo material. 
The Defender’s sights are rugged and are not likely to get knocked out of zero.
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lockworks. The Charter Arms action operates on 
proven principles, but it is unique in other ways. 
The action seems to have a shorter arc than the 
other revolvers. While trigger-pull weight before 
the hammer falls is measurable, the smoothness 
of the action is also important. The Charter Arms 
is a smooth-operating revolver. The single-action 
option is smooth and breaks cleanly at 3.5 pounds. 
This is considerably lighter than the 5.5 pounds of 
the Taurus single-action trigger. 

We fired the Boxer on the combat course with 
one hand at 5 yards and two hands at 7 and 10 yards, 
all in rapid double-action operation. The Boxer 
features a fiber-optic front sight, which offers a 
good aiming point. The rear sight is a wide fixed 
trough in the top strap. The Charter Arms revolver 
is fast on target and offers good control. In combat 
ability, this handgun proved capable. We got on 
target and pressed the trigger straight to the rear, 
avoiding staging the trigger. The Charter Arms Boxer 
gave a slightly better showing than the Taurus 605 
Defender. The Smith & Wesson revolver was more 
accurate in combat firing, largely due to its superior 
sights and heavier weight. In firing for accuracy 
from a bench, the Boxer punched some groups as 
small as 2.3 inches for five shots.

Our Team Said: The Charter Arms revolver proved to be the 
most accurate handgun from the bench. During speed-loading 
drills, the Boxer was smooth, and the ejector rod was long 
enough to eject spent cartridge cases in a positive manner. 
The Boxer is more than $100 dollars less than the Taurus and 
about $600 less than the Smith & Wesson. If you compare the 
revolvers as 38 Specials, the Boxer has a one cartridge greater 
capacity and is also the lightest tested. The fiber-optic front 
sight is a good choice, except in dim light. 

Smith & Wesson Performance Center
Pro Series Model 640 178044 

38 Special/357 Magnum, $909
The Smith & Wesson 640 Pro doesn’t use the 

company’s controversial action lock, which isn’t 
desirable on a hard-use Magnum revolver. While 
problems are few on most wheelguns, one is too 
many in personal defense. The most overwhelmingly 
superior feature of the Smith & Wesson 640 Pro 
are the sights. These are high-profile sights that 
would be suitable for any self-loading pistol and are 
uncommon on a revolver. In this case, the sights are 
self-luminous iron sights, aka night sights, which are 
a great addition to this personal-defense handgun.

The grips are likewise excellent. We have never 
seen this type offered for sale in the aftermarket. They 
complement the 640 Pro by helping control recoil. 
They are softer than the Charter Arms Boxer grips, 
and while the Taurus feels similar, the Taurus does 
not do as good a job absorbing recoil, in our view.

This hammerless revolver offers a smooth snag-
free draw and shields the internals of the revolver 

from grit and grime. The cylinder is cut for moon 
clips. We found T&K Custom moon clips to be a great 
addition to the 640 Pro. In side-by-side comparisons, 
the moon clips were much faster to recharge the gun 
than conventional speed loaders. Of course, the 640 
Pro may also be loaded with standard speed loaders, 
and it works fine without moon clips.

The snubby barrel is fluted. While these flutes don’t 
serve a clear purpose, they add a bit of style to the 
640 Pro. While the barrel isn’t appreciably longer 
than the usual 17⁄8-inch snubnose barrel, the 640 Pro’s 
slightly longer ejector rod makes for sure handling 
and positive ejection. It is just enough longer than 
the usual Chief’s Special/J-frame revolver ejector 
rod to clear 357 Magnum cartridge cases.

Firing the 640 with the same 38 Special loads 
used in the other handguns, we learned the Smith 
& Wesson Pro has a smooth action. Still, the action 
is tight, with no excess motion as was sometimes 
felt with the Charter revolver and felt a little in 
the Taurus Defender. The excellent combat sights 
give the Pro an edge over the simple fixed grooves 
in the top straps of the other revolvers. While the 
Charter Boxer has a fiber-optic front sight, it is no 
more visible than the Smith & Wesson’s front night 
sight, especially in dim light. The Taurus Defender 
also has an advantage over the Charter Arms in dim 
light, but not in daylight firing. The Smith & Wesson 
provided the best combat shooting groups. The sights, 
smooth action, and heavier weight all contributed 
to a good showing. The Smith & Wesson Pro Series 

Top: The 
Boxer’s two-
tone finish 
is due to 
two different 
metals being 
used in 
the frame 
(anodized 
aluminum) 
and barrel 
(matte 
stainless 
steel). Center: 
We like the 
640 Pro’s 
barrel flutes, 
although we 
are not certain 
what purpose 
they serve. 
Bottom: 
The matte-
stainless 

finish on the Defender 605 is low key. A 3-inch-
long heavy barrel is one of the 605’s best features.
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640 is clearly a formidable defensive revolver.
In firing from the bench, the revolver was 

handicapped because it could not be cocked for 
single-action fire. Double-action fire is most often 
used for personal defense, and the combat-firing 
section proved the capability of the Smith & Wesson 
Pro. Just the same, we fired a number of groups at 
25 yards, staging the trigger, something we did not 
do during combat shooting. We brought the trigger 
back, almost breaking the sear, confirmed the sight 
picture, and fired. The result was some groups as 
small as 2.95 inches.

Our Team Said: The sights are good, but the sight picture is 
cramped due to a short sight radius. The high, tall backstrap 
made for good comfort, even when firing full-strength 357 
Magnum loads. The Smith & Wesson 640 Pro would be our 
hands-down choice for personal defense if price is no object, 
but price is often an important consideration — especially if 
this is a second handgun, or a backup handgun. In the end, we 
felt the Charter Arms Boxer was the Best Buy for personal 
defense based on its good performance and a fair price. If you 
must have a Magnum, the Taurus is the Best Buy. 

Taurus Defender 605 2-60539NS
38 Special/357 Magnum, $467

The revolver’s satin stainless finish is attractive. 
Unlike the highly polished Smith & Wesson 640 Pro, 
the Defender and the Boxer revolvers each use a 
matte finish. The Defender features rubber grips. 
There are options, including VZ grips, and different 
finishes are also available. Stainless is a good choice 
for corrosion resistance. These grips are designed 
for comfort and concealment and expose the metal 
back strap of the revolver. While this isn’t a problem 

with 38 Special ammunition, we did not feel this grip 
is as well suited to Magnum shooting as the Smith 
& Wesson 640 Pro’s.

Firing with a mix of 38 Special practice loads on 
the range, the Taurus gave good results in fast double-
action work. Our best results were hampered by a 
heavy, but smooth, double-action trigger press. We 
were always in control, and the trigger action isn’t 
heavy enough to be tiring, but it is heavier than the 
other two revolvers. The Defender’s longer barrel 
gave slightly better velocities than the other two 
handguns. The Taurus is capable in defense use, but 
it simply trailed the others a bit during fast firing. 
We also experienced the most felt recoil with the 
Taurus, but it was never uncomfortable with 38 
Special loads.

Firing for bench accuracy, the Taurus came in 
almost neck and neck with the Charter Arms revolver. 
We feel that the Charter’s sights and 3.5-pound 
trigger, compared to the Taurus revolver’s 5.5-pound 
trigger, gave the Boxer an advantage.

Our Team Said: As a 38 Special, the Taurus gets an A rating 
because it was accurate enough, reliable, and was the easiest of 
the three to quickly unload by virtue of its longer ejector rod 
under a 3-inch barrel. The tritium front sight is a plus as well.

At this point, we laid the Charter Arms Boxer 38 Special 
aside and compared the two Magnum revolvers head to head. 
The Magnum option is interesting and allows a much stronger 
cartridge to be used for defense. We feel that the 357 Magnum 
is at its best in a heavier revolver, and our seasoned raters 
simply did not shoot well with these lighter revolvers firing 
Magnum loads. For close-range defense against a feral dog or 
one of the big cats, these are a viable option, with excellent 
weight-to-power ratios. For defensive use against bipedal 
threats, not so much. Shot-to-shot speed is severely curtailed, 
and even the most experienced shooters will develop a flinch.

We fired two 357 Magnum loads, a Remington 110-grain 
JHP that averaged 1344 fps and the Remington 125-grain 
Golden Saber at 1240 fps average. We found that 10 rounds 
of the Remington 110-grain JHPs through each revolver was 
plenty to confirm that this load was simply too much in these 
revolvers, even though the 110s are comfortable to use and 
fire in a 35-ounce revolver. The short barrels exhibited a 
great deal of muzzle blast from this load’s unburned powder, 
which was as disconcerting as the recoil. The Smith & Wesson 
was much more controllable with the 110s than the Taurus, 
primarily because of the superior grip design, we felt. 

The Remington Golden Saber is designed as a medium-
velocity load expressly for use in the defensive Magnum 
revolver. We found it to be much more useful. Recoil was 
strong, but not uncontrollable, and we feel that with practice, 
the Smith & Wesson 640 Pro and Remington Golden Saber 
combination are a viable combination. The Taurus, not so much, 
because the revolver twisted around in our hands too much.

Written and photographed 
by Gun TesTs Staff, using evaluations 
from Gun TesTs Team members. GT

The Charter Arms 
Boxer’s frame design 
allows economical 
fitting of the crane. 
While the Charter Arms 
Boxer revolver isn’t a 
Magnum, there are very 
good 38 Special loads 
available for it.

The 640 Pro’s ability 
to take moon clips 
sped up reloads 
significantly. The 
moon clip isn’t 
necessary to fire the 
revolver. 
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GI 1911s from Springfield, RIA, 
Taylor’s & Co., and SDS Imports
Tested: We requisitioned four GI/Mil-Spec style 1911s in 45 Auto 
to see how different they are from the originals and to determine if 
these old combat pistols could still be used as defensive firearms. 

When was the original M1911 adopted by 
the U.S. Military? As you might guess, 
the year was 1911, and the first model, 
the M1911, was used by General Black 

Jack Pershing’s expeditionary force of horse cavalry 
units to chase down Pancho Villa along the New 
Mexico and Mexico border in 1916. The M1911 
was also used in WWI. Most modern 1911 pistol 
models take after the early M1911s, which had a 
flat mainspring housing and long trigger. Also, the 
iconic double-diamond checkered grips debuted 
on the M1911.

The U.S. Military made a few tweaks to the M1911 
after the war that included a thicker front sight, 
long hammer spur, and arched mainspring housing, 
and a relief cut on the frame/receiver behind the 
trigger. These changes made this pistol more user 
friendly, and it was designated the M1911A1. Wood 
grips were replaced with checkered plastic grips, 
too. This model went on to be used in WWII and 
every other minor and major conflict or action until 
1985, when the M1911A1 was dropped by U.S. ranks 
for the Beretta M9. The Marines and Army Special 
Forces still use 1911s, but they are modern models 
vastly different from the originals. All U.S. military 
1911s are chambered in 45 Auto. The similarities 
with modern interpretations of 1911s end there.

GI and Mil-Spec–style 1911s are what many 1911 
manufacturers call no-frills, plain-jane 1911 models. 
These models are stripped of any modern upgrades, 
such as accessory rails, snag-free or adjustable 
sights, magwells, extended beavertails, textured 
front grip straps, and a lot more. Typically, these 
models mimic some characteristics of the original 
1911s Uncle Sam bought in the last century.

We requisitioned four GI/Mil-Spec style 1911s in 45 
Auto to see how different they are from the originals 
and to see if these old combat pistols could still be 
used as defensive handguns. The four guns included 
the Taylor’s & Co. Full Size A1 1911, the Rock Island 
Armory GI Standard FS, the SDS Imports Tisas 
1911 A1 U.S. Army 45 WG, and the Springfield 
Armory Defend Your Legacy Series 1911 Mil-Spec. 
The Rock Island, SDS, and Springfield pistols are 
closer to the amended M1911A1, while the Taylor’s 
is more like an original M1911. The Rock Island and 

Taylor’s were manufactured in the Philippines by 
Armscor, the SDS is made in Turkey by Tisas, and 
the Springfield Armory pistol is made in the U.S.

In this quartet, the SDS Imports Tisas 1911 A1 
U.S. Army (top left) is the closest to an original 
U.S. Military Mil-Spec M1911A1. The Rock Island 
Armory GI Standard FS (top right) is a no-
nonsense GI-style 1911. The Springfield Armory 
1911 Mil-Spec (bottom right) has updated features. 
The Full Size A1 1911 by Taylor’s & Co. (bottom 
left) is more similar to an M1911 than an M1911A1. 
We felt well armed with all of these military-style 
1911s chambered in 45 ACP.

Both the SDS 
at left and the 
Springfield 
Armory gun 
had early FTF 
jams. A drop 
of oil cured the 
situations, and 
both pistols 
ran flawlessly 
afterward.
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45 ACP RANGE DATA

Hornady Critical Duty Rock Island SDS Imports (Tisas) Springfield Armory Taylor’s & Co.
220-grain FlexLock GI Standard FS 1911 A1 US Army 1911 Mil-Spec Full Size A1 1911
Average Velocity 1004 fps 1015 fps 1020 fps 1028 fps
Muzzle Energy 492 ft.-lbs. 503 ft.-lbs. 508 ft.-lbs. 516 ft.-lbs.
Smallest Group 2.15 in. 2.02 in. 2.06 in. 1.52 in.
Average Group 2.20 in. 2.33 in. 2.16 in. 2.07 in.

Armscor Rock Island SDS Imports (Tisas) Springfield Armory Taylor’s & Co.
230-grain FMJ GI Standard FS 1911 A1 US Army 1911 Mil-Spec Full Size A1 1911
Average Velocity 881 fps 880 fps 889 fps 887 fps
Muzzle Energy 396 ft.-lbs. 396 ft.-lbs. 404 ft.-lbs. 402 ft.-lbs.
Smallest Group 2.65 in. 1.60 in. 2.25 in. 1.35 in.
Average Group 2.77 in. 1.68 in. 2.28 in. 1.80 in.

Remington UMC Rock Island SDS Imports (Tisas) Springfield Armory Taylor’s & Co.
180-grain FMJ GI Standard FS 1911 A1 US Army 1911 Mil-Spec Full Size A1 1911
Average Velocity 1017 fps 1039 fps 1027 fps 1038 fps
Muzzle Energy 413 ft.-lbs. 432 ft.-lbs. 422 ft.-lbs. 431 ft.-lbs.
Smallest Group 1.79 in. 0.98 in. 1.24 in. 1.80 in.
Average Group 1.85 in. 1.12 in. 1.53 in. 1.96 in.
 
To collect accuracy data, we fired five-shot groups from a bench using a rest. Distance: 25 yards with open sights. We 
recorded velocities using a ProChrono digital chronograph set 15 feet from the muzzle.

Generally speaking all four of these 1911s feature 
the classic dome shaped slide, tiny fixed sights, rear-
only fine slide serrations, small beavertail safety 
spurs, plain grips, barrel bushing, lanyard loop, and 
spur hammers. All use a Series 70 internals which 
does not have a firing pin block and true to the 
original design. Since they all use a GI-stye bushing 
disassembly is easy and there is no need for extra 

tools. It’s the details that separate them from each 
other and originals and we will get into that later. 

How We Tested
Accuracy testing took place at 25 yards away, and 

speed shooting was performed at 7 yards, where 
we ran the Mozambique Drill or Failure Drill — 
two rounds to center of mass and one round in the 
head of Thompson Targets B27 Stop targets, which 
present center-of-mass and head immobilization 
zones. Test ammo consisted of FMJ ball ammo and 
hollow points. Armscor 230 grains and Remington 
UMC 185 grains rounded out the FMJ ammo. We 

All four 1911s 
used a GI-style 
barrel bushing 
that does 
not require 
any tools for 
disassembly.

The Springfield 
(second 
from right) is 
equipped with 
a modern large 
two-dot rear 
sight.

The magazine designs were different, but all 
worked perfectly in all pistols. The Rock Island 
Armory (left) and the Taylor’s magazines (second 
from left) are made by ACT-MAG and are modern 
designs with eight-round capacities and bumper 
pads. They were very easy to load. The Springfield 
Armory (second from right) and Tisas (far right) 
used original GI-style magazine designs from 
Springfield Armory and Check-Mate, respectively. 
Their followers made loading the first round 
slightly more difficult than loading the ACT-MAGs.
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ROCK ISLAND ARMORY GI STANDARD FS 
51421 45 AUTO, $438

GUN TESTS GRADE: B+
An amalgamation of design features from original 
and modern guns. It is inexpensive and performs 
well. Accuracy averaged about 2.5 inches, despite 

the trigger pull being stiff at 6.8 pounds.

Action ..................seMi-Auto, lockeD breech single Action

overAll length ................................................ 8.5 in.
overAll height ................................................ 5.5 in.
MAxiMuM WiDth ................................................ 1.3 in.
Weight unloADeD ...........................................39.5 oz.
Weight loADeD ...............................................46.1 oz.
bArrel ........................................................... 5.0 in.
cApAcity ...........................................8+1 (single stAck)
sliDe..................................................pArkerizeD steel

sliDe retrAction eFFort ................................ 19.0 lbs.
FrAMe.................................................pArkerizeD steel

FrAMe Front strAp height ................................. 2.5 in.
FrAMe bAck strAp height ................................... 3.2 in.
grips .....................................................sMooth WooD

grip thickness (MAx) ......................................... 1.2 in.
grip circuMFerence (MAx) .................................. 5.3 in.
sights ...................... rounD post Front/FixeD notch reAr

trigger pull Weight single Action .................... 6.8 lbs.
trigger spAn ................................................... 2.7 in.
MAgAzines ............................... (2), steel W/buMper pADs

sAFety ..............................MAnuAl thuMb, beAvertAil grip

WArrAnty ..............................................liMiteD liFetiMe

Website ..................................................ArMscor.coM

MADe in ......................................................philippines

SDS IMPORTS TISAS 1911 A1 US ARMY 
45 WG 10100523 45 AUTO, $367

GUN TESTS GRADE: A (BEST BUY)
The SDS was the least expensive pistol, was also 

mostly a clone of the original M1911A1, had great 
accuracy, and ran well.

Action ..................seMi-Auto, lockeD breech single Action

overAll length ................................................ 8.5 in.
overAll height ................................................ 5.5 in.
MAxiMuM WiDth ................................................ 1.3 in.
Weight unloADeD ...........................................37.0 oz.
Weight loADeD ...............................................46.1 oz.
bArrel ........................................................... 5.0 in.
cApAcity ...........................................7+1 (single stAck)
sliDe..................................................pArkerizeD steel

sliDe retrAction eFFort ................................ 21.0 lbs.
FrAMe.................................................pArkerizeD steel

FrAMe Front strAp height ................................. 2.6 in.
FrAMe bAck strAp height ................................... 3.2 in.
grips .... (1 set eAch) checkereD WAlnut, checkereD plAstic

grip thickness (MAx) ........................1.3 in. (WooD grips)
grip circuMFerence (MAx) .................5.5 in. (WooD grips)
sights ...................... rounD post Front/FixeD notch reAr

trigger pull Weight ....................................... 5.6 lbs.
trigger spAn single Action ................................ 2.6 in.
MAgAzines ..................................................... (2) steel

sAFety ............................... thuMb sAFety, beAvertAil grip

WArrAnty ......................................................... 1 yeAr

Website .............................................sDsiMports.coM

MADe in ...........................................................turkey

noticed the Remington ammo had the best accuracy 
across all the pistols. Defense ammo was 45 Auto 
+P Hornady Critical Duty 220-grain FlexLocks. We 
wouldn’t use +P ammo in an original 1911, but these 
modern clones are capable of handling the extra 
pressure. A steady diet of +P ammo will batter any 
pistol, and there was more recoil with the +P load, 
which manhandled the slide fast and hard. The 
Remington and Hornady loads produced noticeably 
more recoil than the Armscor ammo. The recoil was 
very tolerable, but the inside of some right-handed 

testers’ shooting-hand thumbs were rubbed raw on 
the bottom edge of the thumb safeties.

For concealed carry of these pistols, we used the 
Falco A105 Falcon IWB holster, belt, and ammo-
pouch set from FalcoHolsters.com, $220, which 
allowed us to comfortably carry these heavy full-
size 1911s. All three pieces of the rig wore a deep 
mahogany color. This leather is manufactured in 
Slovakia, and, like with all leather holsters, took 
some time to break in. We left one of the 1911s in 
the holster for a week, then repeatedly drew and 
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SPRINGFIELD ARMORY DEFEND YOUR 
LEGACY SERIES 1911 MIL-SPEC PBD9108L 

45 AUTO, $623
GUN TESTS GRADE: A-

Has a lot of Mil-Spec features that make it look 
like an original, but modern refinements like the 

sights make it easier to shoot.

Action ................seMi-Auto, lockeD breech single Action

overAll length ...............................................8.6 in.
overAll height ...............................................5.5 in.
MAxiMuM WiDth ...............................................1.2 in.
Weight unloADeD .........................................39.0 oz.
Weight loADeD .............................................44.7 oz.
bArrel ..........................................................5.0 in.
cApAcity .........................................7+1 (single stAck)
sliDe................................................pArkerizeD steel

sliDe retrAction eFFort ...............................19.0 lbs.
FrAMe...............................................pArkerizeD steel

FrAMe Front strAp height ................................2.6 in.
FrAMe bAck strAp height ..................................3.2 in.
grips ................................WooD coMposite, checkereD

grip thickness (MAxiMuM) .................................1.3 in.
grip circuMFerence (MAxiMuM) ..........................5.2 in.
sights ....................FixeD; White Dot Front/tWo-Dot reAr

trigger pull Weight ......................................4.3 lbs.
trigger spAn ..................................................2.6 in.
MAgAzines ................................................... (1) steel

sAFety ............................. thuMb sAFety, beAvertAil grip

WArrAnty ......................................................liFetiMe

Website ..................................springFielD-ArMory.coM

MADe in ............................................................u.s.

re-holstered the gun to break in the leather. There 
was no retention device on this holster, just the 
friction of the leather against steel. We found the 
holster comfortable to wear, and it provided fast 
access to the 1911s. The belt is plenty sturdy to 
support the weight of these pistols, too. Both the 
holster and ammo pouch uses a sturdy metal clip 
that clamps onto the belt.

At the range, we averaged 2- to 2.2-inch five-shot 
groups at 25 yards across all four pistols, but as you 
can see in the range data, some pistols had moments 

TAYLOR’S & CO. FULL SIZE A1 1911 PC2-
230006 45 AUTO, $499

GUN TESTS GRADE: B+
The Taylor’s A1 1911 is actually more like an 
M1911 than an M1911A1. The trigger was 

heavy, but we still squeezed out some
 impressive groups.

Action ................seMi-Auto, lockeD breech single Action

overAll length ...............................................8.5 in.
overAll height ...............................................5.5 in.
MAxiMuM WiDth ...............................................1.3 in.
Weight unloADeD .........................................39.5 oz.
Weight loADeD .............................................46.1 oz.
bArrel ..........................................................5.0 in.
cApAcity .........................................8+1 (single stAck)
sliDe................................................pArkerizeD steel

sliDe retrAction eFFort ...............................21.0 lbs.
FrAMe...............................................pArkerizeD steel

FrAMe Front strAp height ................................2.6 in.
FrAMe bAck strAp height ..................................3.2 in.
grips ..............................................WooD, checkereD

grip thickness (MAxiMuM) .................................1.3 in.
grip circuMFerence (MAxiMuM) ..........................5.3 in.
sights .....................rounD post Front/FixeD notch reAr

trigger pull Weight ......................................6.9 lbs.
trigger spAn ..................................................2.7 in.
MAgAzines .............................. (2) steel W/buMper pADs

sAFety ............................. thuMb sAFety, beAvertAil grip

WArrAnty ....................................................... 1 yeAr

Website ......................................tAylorsFireArMs.coM

MADe in ....................................................philippines

when they absolutely shone, shooting tiny groups 
well under 2 inches. At 7 yards, these pistols were 
surgical. We did not experience any hammer bite, 
even though all the pistols had smaller grip-safety 
spurs compared to a modern beavertail. Also, we 
noticed that the Mil-Spec-style magazine releases 
do not extend from the frame as much as magazine 
buttons on more modern guns. To adjust, we had 
to change our shooting grip to completely press the 
button and drop the magazine. Also, we swapped 
magazines between all the pistols with no issues. The 
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Armory and Taylor’s magazine designs were more 
modern and incorporated a bumper pad.

We had two failure-to-fire jams with Tisas and 
three with the Springfield, and none with the Rock 
Island Armory and Taylor’s. We re-oiled the Tisas and 
Springfield guns, which took care of the malfunctions. 
By the end of the test, all the guns were running 
extremely well. Here are the details of how they did.

Rock Island Armory GI Standard FS 51421
45 Auto, $438

The Rock Island Armory wore a well-executed 
matte-black Parkerized finish and smooth wood 
grips. It takes design cues from both the M1911 
and M1911A1 and is perhaps the most bastardized 
of the GI 1911 tested. That’s not a bad thing, it is 
just not true to the originals. The narrow trigger 
spur and flat mainspring housing are nods to the 
M1911, while the relief cut in the frame and larger 
grip safety spur are traits of the M1911A1. The grip 
and the magazine are modern enhancements, the 
latter incorporating a bumper pad and a capacity 
of eight rounds. The magazine body and follower 
are also modern designs.

The Rock Island Armory came in a hard case 
with two magazines, which made us very happy. 
The domed slide features a period-correct round 
post front sight and dovetailed notched rear sight. 
Serrations are fine and vertical like the originals. 
The ejection port is slightly lowered compared to an 
original and flared. These modifications allow the 
pistol to more easily eject empty brass. The slide 
is forged steel, and the frame is cast. The trigger 
face is serrated, the hammer spur and magazine-
release button are nicely checkered, and the flat 
mainspring housing is serrated. The thumb safety 
was more modern, meaning it was larger and more 
user friendly.

In hand, the Rock Island Armory felt slightly 
thinner and wore the same markings as the Taylor’s, 
except for the Rock Island Armory logo. It took 19 
pounds of effort to retract the slide.

During the Failure Drill, the Rock Island Armory 
was easy to aim and hit center of mass. The smaller 
sights made the head shot more of a challenge. 
Accuracy shooting again proved to be harder due to 
the small sights. The best group of 1.79 inches was 
shot with the Remington UMC 180-grain FMJs. The 
best group shot with the Hornady defense ammo 
measured 2.15 inches. The average group size across 
all ammo selections was about 2.5 inches.

The Rock Island Armory was the least accurate 
pistol tested here, but 2.5-inch groups at 25 yards 
is plenty good for a defense gun, in our opinion. 
We appreciated the relief cut in the frame for more 
comfortable shooting. There were no issues with the 
Rock Island Armory, and it didn’t care what type of 
magazine we used in it.

Springfield Armory and Tisas pistols used magazines 
truer to originals in design, while the Rock Island 

Top: During 
the Failure 
Drill, the 
Rock Island 
Armory was 
easy to aim 
and hit center 
of mass. 
The smaller 
sights made 
the head shot 
more of a 
challenge. 
Second from 
top: The SDS 
had a trigger-
pull weight of 
5.6 pounds, 
which is 
tolerable. 
Reloads 
with the SDS 
were tricky 
because of 
the lanyard 
loop. 
Second from 
bottom: The 
Springfield 
Armory cycled 
smoothly in 
hand, and 
it was easy 
to control. 
Bottom: 
During the 
Failure Drill, 

we found the Taylor’s was fast to shoot and 
easy to control. On all the pistols, we missed the 
modern feature of a textured front grip.

The Springfield Armory (left) has an arched 
mainspring housing similar to M1911A1s, while 
M1911 models had a flat housing like found on the 
Rock Island Armory pistol (right).
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Our Team Said: The Rock Island Armory is an all-business 
1911 with design features from original military 1911s and 
modern guns. It’s kind of a mutt, but one we liked. This would 
be our choice for an inexpensive no-frills military-esque 1911. 

SDS Imports Tisas 1911 A1 US Army 45 WG,
10100523 45 Auto, $367

We had a reader ask for a review of this SDS, and 
we are glad he asked. The SDS is made by Tisas in 
Turkey and looked like an M1911A1 fresh off the 
assembly line circa 1943. In the hard case were two 
steel magazines, an extra set of checkered plastic 
grips, bushing wrench, and cleaning rod and brush.

The pistol has a nice Parkerized finish that is a bit 
olive-drab in color rather than black. The grips on the 
gun are classic double-diamond checkered walnut. 
It is a smart-looking clone. The M1911A1 features 
include an arched mainspring housing, relief cuts 
on both sides of the frame just behind the trigger, 
a shortened trigger, an elongated grip-safety spur, 
small thumb-safety lever, lanyard loop, and a wide 
hammer spur.

In hand, the SDS has fuller feel with the wood 
grips. The slide sports the small rounded-post front 
sight and small-notch fixed rear sight. The ejection 
port has been lowered slightly, no doubt to improve 
reliability. The fine slide serration are vertical like 
originals. The markings on the left side of the slide 
read “Model 1911A1 U.S. Army” which is not exactly 
original markings on an A1. Multiple manufacturers 
built the A1s during WWII and markings vary. The 
steel barrel is Parkerized on the SDS like wartime 
guns that were churned out of the factories as quick 
as possible.

The trigger is checkered for nicely gripping your 
trigger finger. The hammer spur and magazine-release 
button are also checkered. The arched housing is 
serrated and includes a built in lanyard loop like 
on originals.

Original wartime guns had horrible triggers, but 
the SDS had a trigger-pull weight of 5.6 pounds, 
which is tolerable. Reloads with the SDS were tricky 
because of the lanyard loop. Slap the magazine home 
like you do with a modern 1911, and you jam the 
loop into your palm. Magazines with bumper pads 
alleviate jamming your palm with the loop.

The steel Parkerized magazines are the original 
design with a seven-round capacity and are slightly 
harder to load, especially the first round, due to the 
design of the follower.

The SDS performed well in the speed test even 
with an initial FTF jam. A drop of oil cured the 
issue, and the pistol ran well. It was easy to control 
with milder Armscor ammo, but the hot Hornady 
ammo required us to hang onto the pistol. No texture 
on the front grip strap makes a big difference. In 
accuracy testing, the SDS gave us the best group 
with the Remington UMC ammo that measured an 

Left to right are the Rock Island, Tisas, 
Springfield, and Taylor’s pistols. A characteristic 
of GI-style 1911s is a small grip safety profile 
and a spur-type hammer. The Taylor’s was close 
to historically correct, especially with the spur 
hammer and flat mainspring housing.

Top left: The Rock Island Armory uses a hammer 
spur similar to a M1911, a longer grip-safety spur 
from a M1911A1, and fine vertical slide serrations. 
The ejection port is also lowered and flared, which 
is a modern feature to enhance reliability. Top 
right: The SDS is very similar to an M1911A1. It 
was the only gun in the test with double-diamond 
grip panels. Bottom left: The Springfield Armory 
uses a spur hammer and small grip safety spur 
to give it a GI look. Bottom right: The Taylor’s is 
close to a M1911 with small hammer spur and 
small grip safety spur. Thumb safeties varied. 
The Taylor’s, Springfield Armory, and Rock Island 
Armory all had a larger modern thumb safety. 
The SDS had a period-correct thumb safety that 
is notably smaller. All worked with precise clicks 
when flicked on and off.
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astounding 0.98 inches at 25 yards, even with the 
minimalist sights and mediocre trigger pull. With 
the Hornady defense ammo, the best group opened 
up to 2.02 inches. On average with all the different 
ammos, group size averaged a solid 1.71 inches. We 
were impressed with this pistol’s accuracy.

Our Team Said: The SDS offers a lot value and performance 
in a gun that looks like a brand-new M1911A1. If you are 
looking for a near-period-correct M1911A1 that you won’t be 
afraid to shoot, this is your choice.

Springfield Armory Defend Your Legacy Series
1911 Mil-Spec PBD9108L 45 Auto, $623

It could be argued the Springfield Armory 1911 Mil-
Spec is inspired by the M1911A1 because Springfield 
Armory adds a few choice modern 1911 features, such 
as a lowered and flared ejection port, match-grade 
stainless steel barrel, stainless-steel barrel bushing, 
larger thumb safety, and large three-dot sights. The 
Parkerized slide and frame finish is a smooth matte 
black, and the wood composite grips wear a nice 
checkering. This was the most expensive of the 
GI-style 1911s tested here, and we could tell by the 
well-done finish. It came in a soft-nylon zippered 
case. For the price, we think Springfield Armory 
could have thrown in a second magazine.

The large white three-dot sights are much easier 
to use than the traditional small GI-style sights. This 
makes the Springfield Armory feel more modern. 
The slide serrations are angled, which is another 
small detail that veers away from the original vertical 
serrations. The left slide markings are a subtle “MIL-
SPEC” on the left side and the Springfield Armory 
name and logo on the right side. The modern ejection 
port work optimizes ejection.

While the thumb safety is larger than an original, 
it is still a fraction of the size of an extended thumb 
safety. The hammer spur is narrow like on an M1911 
and is serrated, as is the trigger face and magazine-
release button. The arched mainspring housing is a 
nod to the M1911A1. It is also serrated.

The one blued-steel magazine that comes with the 
Springfield Armory Legacy pistol holds seven rounds 
and follows the design of original magazines. This 
magazine was slightly more difficult to load compared 
to the magazines in the Rock Island Armory and 
Taylor’s guns.

Running the Springfield Armory in the Failure 
Drill, we found the larger sights made aiming much 
easier. We were fast with the two center-of-mass 
shots and more surgical with the one head shot. 
The Springfield Armory cycled smoothly in hand, 
and it was easy to control. In accuracy testing, the 
best group was shot with Remington UMC 180-grain 
FMJs and measured 1.24 inches. With the Hornady 
Critical Duty defense ammo, the smallest group 
measured 2.06 inches. On average, across all ammos, 
the Springfield Armory shot an honest 2 inches. 

We had a few FTF jams initially, but a drop of oil 
fixed that, and afterward, the Springfield Armory 
ran well. Recoil was pronounced with the Hornady 
ammo, while recoil with the 230-grain FMJ Armscor 
ammo was mild.

The trigger-pull weight measured a nice 4.3 pounds. 
All the other magazines worked in the Springfield 
Armory with no issues.

Our Team Said: The Springfield Armory Mil-Spec had the 
best finish and the most modern features. While it is not a 
true Mil-Spec copy, we liked this pistol best for everyday carry 
due to the larger sights and better trigger.

Taylor’s & Co. Full Size A1 1911
Model PC2/230006 45 Auto, $499

The Taylor’s gun had a nice Parkerized matte-black 
finish and checkered wood grips that felt slightly 
fat in hand. The left and right sides of the slide 
were void of any markings except for the Taylor’s 
logo behind the slide serrations on the left side. 
The frame/receiver is marked with “M1911 A1-FS” 
on the right side and the manufacturer’s name on 
the dust cover. The frame is cast, while the side is 
forged steel. The barrel is bright stainless.

Manufactured 
in Slovakia, 
the Falco A105 
IWB holster, 
belt, and 
ammo-pouch 
leather pieces 
all had a deep 
mahogany 
color. As with 
all leather 
holsters, it 
took some time 
to break in. The 
Falco made it 
comfortable 
to carry the 
GI-style 1911s, 
which weighed 
close to 3 
pounds each 
loaded. The 
pistol is the 
Taylor’s 45 
ACP, easily 
spotted by the 
lanyard loop 
sticking out the 
butt of the gun.
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While the name and markings suggest an M1911A1, 
the Taylor’s is actually more like a M1911. There 
is no relief cut in the frame near the trigger. This 
extra bit of metal can rub against the trigger finger, 
and we noticed it, especially when firing the hotter 
Remington and Hornady rounds. 

It came in a hard case with one magazine. We 
would have preferred two magazines. The Taylor’s 
also has a small spur hammer, fine vertical rear 
slide serrations, and straight mainspring housing 
like the M1911, but it uses a longer grip-safety spur 
like a M1911A1. The thumb safety is larger than 
originals, too. The trigger face is serrated to stop 
slippage during recoil, and the hammer spur is nicely 
checkered. The flat mainspring housing is serrated 
for a more sure grip.

The sights are similar to originals with a thin 
rounded-post front sight and a tiny notch rear sight 
dovetailed into the slide. Compared to more combat 
sights, these sights are minuscule. It took 21 pounds 
of effort to retract the slide. The ejection port was 
slightly lowered, but it was not flared like modern 
1911s. The one steel magazine that came with the 
Taylor’s had a modern bumper pad and held eight 
rounds. Original M1911s and M1911A1s used seven-
round magazines. The magazine is made by ACT-
MAG and has eight witness holes. This magazine 
was very easy to load even to the eighth round. 
While the magazine did not look original due to the 
bumper, it functioned well and was easier to slam 
home during a reload compared to the magazines 
without a bumper pad.

During the Failure Drill, we found the Taylor’s was 
fast to shoot and easy to control. On all the pistols, 
a textured front grip strap would be best, and we 
missed that modern feature. Turning to accuracy 
testing, we found the sights to be very small and 
difficult to use. Still, the Taylor’s proved to be a 
tight shooter, with a best group that measured 1.35 
inches with the Armscor 230-grain ball ammo. The 
hot Hornady defense load gave a best group of 1.52 
inches. On average, across all ammos tested, the 
Taylor’s shot 2-inch groups. We thought that was 
impressive, especially with the small sights and 
6.9-pound trigger-pull weight.

Our Team Said: The Taylor’s is unique due to the M1911 
style frame. Accuracy was very good. We’d swap the grips for 
classic double-diamond-style wood grips, and we might swap 
out the flat mainspring housing to one with a lanyard loop to 
make it a more period-correct piece.

Special thanks to Eastern Outfitters 
(easternoutfitter.com) of Hampstead, NC, 

for their assistance.

Written and photographed 
by Robert Sadowski, using evaluations 

from Gun TesTs Team members. GT

Clockwise from top left are the Rock Island, Tisas, 
Springfield, and Taylor’s pistols. The Taylor’s 
frame was similar to a M1911’s; notice there was 
no relief cut in the frame behind the trigger.

Clockwise from top left are the Rock Island, 
Tisas, Springfield, and Taylor’s pistols. The Rock 
Island’s trigger is serrated for better control. The 
thumb safety was larger than an original Mil-Spec 
part. Also, the hammer spur on the Rock was 
similar to that of an M1911, while the grip safety 
spur was similar to an M1911A1’s. Unusually, the 
SDS Tisas had checkering on the trigger face 
rather than serrations. The size and shape of the 
Tisas thumb safety, hammer spur, and spur of 
the grip safety are similar to a M1911A1’s. While 
the Springfield’s thumb safety is larger than 
an original’s, it is still a fraction of the size of a 
modern extended thumb safety. The absence of a 
relief cut in Taylor’s frame is easy to see here.
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Laser Range Finders Head to 
Head: We Test SIG vs. Leupold
Tested: SIG Sauer Kilo 4K, $599, and the Leupold RX-2800 TBR/W, 
$599. Both offer a range of performance and distance solutions.

The human eye does a great job of seeing 
movement, but it doesn’t judge long distances 
well at all. So, when hunters avail themselves 
of flat-shooting rifles, it helps to know the 

exact distance to the target so you can dial in the 
required elevation adjustments for your ammo in 
your rifle. Laser range finders (LRFs) are ideally 
suited to determine distances in the field; however, 
not all laser range finders are designed to the same 
performance specs. Whether your goal is to measure 
the 74 yards remaining to the flag on the 17th hole 
or that elk at 492 yards, there are products made 
for you at difference price points.

We recently tested four of the longer-ranging 
products now available, and we’ll cover the two 
more expensive products here in the magazine, 
and the other two in Gun TesTs+. First was the SIG 
Sauer Kilo 4K, which cost us $599 at MidwayUSA.
com. It has a maximum range of 4000 yards and has 
the ability to sync with SIG BDX scopes.

To go head to head with the Kilo, we brought in a 
Leupold RX-2800 TBR/W, also $599 from MidwayUSA.
com, with a claimed max of 2800 yards and a promise 
of very precise yardage measurements.

The two items we cover in Gun TesTs+ were the 
Burris LRF 2000 $299, which has three ranging modes 
(Auto, Sport and Hunt). The Burris LRF claims a 
maximum ranging capability of 2400 yards. Last 
was the just-released $499 Vortex Laser HD 4000 GB 
with onboard environmental sensors and a stated 
max range of 2400 yards. 

All four of these range finders have a stated 
maximum range of 2000 or more yards. Note that 
pointing these lasers where they might be shined in 
a human eye is absolutely prohibited, no matter if 
the box says “eye safe” or not. Strictly adhering to 
safety protocols, we opted to use buildings, signs, 
and other features at American Shooting Centers on a 
day the massive range was closed to the public. True 
to the tenets of modern engineering and marketing 
practices, most of these LRFs provides something 
unique in addition to the ability to range targets. 
Those capabilities are noted as well.

Our Houston test team has mentioned previously 
that we are persistent and vociferous adherents of a 
particular practice whose initials are RTM, especially 
when first employing a new piece of technology. The 

Left, the top row is the SIG Sauer Kilo 4K. It has a 
maximum range of 4000 yards and has the ability 
to sync with SIG BDX scopes. Bottom row is the 
Leupold RX-2800 TBR/W, which has a claimed 
maximum range of 2800 yards, as the name 
suggests. Both retail for $599. The squarish bases 
on both models are detachable tripod mounts.
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acronym associated with that practice translates 
to Read The Manual, and that is exactly what we 
needed to do with each of the four LRFs in our test. 
While not quite as complicated as Windows 11, these 
optics are capable of some astounding feats — more 
so if you read the instructions. 

While there were a couple of targets that proved 
very difficult to obtain a reading on, overall we were 
very pleased with the distances we could obtain. We 
managed to isolate a portable toilet (yep, those are 
common fixtures at outdoor ranges) from behind 
a partial screen of trees at more than 700 yards. 
We obtained good hits on a very large flagpole at 
more than 1200 yards and stop signs at more than 
1100 yards. There are, obviously, some differences 
in capabilities between the four range finders. We 
would not hesitate to take any of these four units 
into the field with us. Here are more details on the 
SIG and Leupold units.

SIG Sauer Kilo 4K, $599 
You guessed it — Sig Sauer named this laser range 

finder the Kilo 4K because the company claims a 
maximum ranging capability of 4000 yards. Don’t 
expect that to mean that you can get a firm reading 
off that 2-minute-of-angle plate at 4000 yards. Nope. 
Not even if it is freshly painted. Four thousand yards 
might work for big objects, if everything is perfect. 
But they do claim properly reflective objects can be 
lased at 2000 yards and deer are possible at 1600. 
We hope this means that you can get a range on an 
animal a lot further away than you plan on shooting 
it. But we digress. 

The Kilo box arrived containing the LRF, CR123 
battery, carrying pouch, quick-start guide, and a 
lanyard. It also included a ballistic group card. More 
on that later. The owner’s manual was a 62-page 
pamphlet that we downloaded from SIGSauer.com, 
and we needed it. The unit is enclosed in a hard 
polymer case with no skid surfaces on the top and 
bottom. The Range/power button is on the top, and 
the mode button is on the left side, as seems to be 
common. The SIG LRF is small at only 4 inches 
long and provides a 22mm objective aperture with 
6x magnification. The CR123 battery provides an 
estimated 4000 ranges. 

Standard features of the Kilo 4K add up to a very 
substantial list: 

1. Hyperscan capability creating ranges with 
four scans per second 

2. Digital image stabilization 
3. Multiple display options — Line of Sight, 

Angle Modified Range (takes angle into 
consideration), and Archery 

4. First, best, last, extended and fog target modes 
5. Lumatic display adjusts automatically to 

ambient light 
SIG Sauer uses some of its software to take device 

All four of these range finders had some kind of 
carrying case and similar style controls.

The mode button on the Leupold and the Sig were 
on the left side of the case.

capabilities an order of magnitude further. First is 
an optical image stabilization that helps keep the 
image still when the user isn’t. Then comes a suite 
of ballistic apps. SIG has been syncing the Sierra 
BDX (Ballistic Data eXchange) model scopes for 
some time. The Kilo 4K LRF can also use a similar 

Modern range 
finders can 
determine 
and display a 
tremendous 
amount of 
information. At 
left is the view 
screen on the 
SIG Sauer Kilo 
4K LRF. 

Laser range 
finders work by 
emitting a beam 
that bounces off a 
target and returns 
to the sensor. 
Elapsed time is 
recorded and 
converted into 
distance. In both 
units, the laser 
emitter is on top 
and the sensor is 
the lower port.
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picks the group most closely aligned 
with his rifle/ammo combo and selects 
that group with the mode button. The 
next time a target is ranged (when in the 
correct mode), a holdover correction 
is displayed on the screen of the LRF. 

Dial that into the rifle or hold high and fire away.
Not specific enough? Download the SIG BDX app 

and create your own custom cartridge profiles (up 
to 25 profiles can be stored) that link to the LRF via 
smartphone to create an even more precise solution. 

RANGING TEST

 SIG Sauer Leupold
Objects Lased Kilo 4K RX-2800
From Location A
Storage Building 335.2 335
Trash Can 347.9 347
Stop Sign 706.9 704
County Building 716.8 716
Shooting Station 434.8 431
Portable Toilet 700.4 698
Dove Tower 626.6 622

From Location B
Storage Building 733 732
Portable Toilet 739.7 735
Stop Sign 1104 1101
Transmission Tower 846 842

From Location C
20x30 in. Torso Plate 440 448
45% IPSC Plate at 510 Yards * *
Mule Deer Metal Cutout 623 624.2

From Location D
Flagpole 1246 1244
Dove Tower 959 955
Lattice Tower 839.7 836

*None of the LRFs could see this plate

LASER RANGE FINDERS SPECIFICATIONS

Brand SIG Sauer Leupold
Model Kilo 4K RX-2800
Magnification 6x 7x
FOV @ 100 Yds 31.4 feet 31.8 feet
Range Maximum 4000 yards 2800 yards
Range Reflective, Trees 2000 yards 1300 yards
Range, Deer 1600 yards 1100 yards
Weight 7.25 oz. 7.9 oz.
Objective Aperture 22mm 27mm
Battery CR 123 CR 123
Dimensions 4x3.1x1.5 in. 4.4x2.9x1.5 in.
Number of Ranges 4000 4000
Software Applied Ballistics Sierra Infinity
Price $599 $599
Warranty 5-year limited 2 years

connection to provide elevation and windage 
adjustments based on input from the shooter. 

Two methods are available. The previously 
mentioned ballistic group card provides categories 
of cartridges with similar trajectories. The shooter 

These range finders may say they are 
eye safe, but don’t try it, and don’t 
leave them out where a child might 
play with them. Warning labels, such 
the one on this SIG Kilo 4K, were 
visible on all the units.

What was surprising was all of the 
targets we could find and lase. Above, 
top, one portable toilet was back in 
some trees and brush (arrow). The 
second one was just to the rear and 
off the right side of a larger metal 
storage building.
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can be customized as well. Put the circle around the 
target and press the top button for a single range. 
Keep the range button depressed for a continuous 
series of ranges. Distance appears measured to the 
tenth of a yard.

The aiming circle on the reticle is somewhat 
smaller than many LRFs we’ve used, and we liked 
the extra precision it allowed. The Kilo 4K picked up 
targets easily and consistently. We checked out the 
BDX-U and checked the data against a known rifle 
and the data provided for it by the Applied Ballistic 
Mobile app we most commonly use. After building 
the custom profile in the SIG BDX app, we ranged 
targets, then we waited a couple of seconds for the 
holdover to display. Those numbers consistently 
matched the data provided from ABMobile. The only 
failure to range that we observed was on a 45% IPSC 
plate that had, for some reason, been painted red. 
Being on a Known Distance range, all we needed 
was for the LRFs to confirm it was at 500 yards, but 
none of the four range finders could pick up that 
particular plate. Warranty is five years.

Our Team Said: The SIG Sauer Kilo 4K laser range finder 
provided a precise aiming point and good data accurate to 
the tenth of a yard. We matched the projected holdover data 
to the performance of a well-known rifle and found numbers 
matched up well. Add in the ability to sync the BDX scopes 
and more aftermarket software, and you have a winner. 

GUN TEST GRADE: A

Leupold RX-2800 TBR/W, $599
 The RX-2800 arrived with the accessories we’ve 

come to expect: a nice box, CR123 battery, carrying 
case, and a lanyard. Leupold also ships the unit with 
an instruction manual. We understand manuals 
for these multi-function devices can be somewhat 
involved, but we greatly prefer having the primary 
information in a pamphlet that can accompany the 
LRF. This range finder has 7x magnification along 
with a big 27mm objective aperture — the largest 
in this test group. Expected life on this battery was 
also 4000 ranges. 

Capabilities include: 
1. True Ballistic Range or Line of Sight range 

display 
2. Single range and Scan mode ranging 
3. Displays in meters or yards (default) 
4. Holdovers can be displayed in milliradians 

or MOA 
5. A windage adjustment for a 10-mph full-value 

wind 
Laser range finders are expected to collect accurate 

data and display the data to the user. Different folks 
are going to have different preferences regarding 
how that data should be displayed. We thought the 
Leupold RX-2800 did an outstanding job of presenting 
enough information, but not too much. We liked the 
reticle selections as we settled on the simple “+” 

We were able 
to get accurate 
readings on 
this stop sign 
at more than 
1100 yards.

The thin 
framework 
of these two 
towers were a 
bit problematic, 
but they were 
both more than 
800 yards away. 

We were able 
to pick out the 
dove tower 
(for clay bird 
throwers) at 
almost 1000 
yards.

The green 
covered 
shooting 
station at 430 
yards and a 
county building 
at more than 
700 yards were 
a snap.

The method allows for wind data and then provides 
a windage solution as well. Want even more? There 
is a third level to the data capabilities via syncing 
with Bluetooth-equipped Kestrel and Garmin devices. 
Note that the ballistic solutions are provided by 
Applied Ballistics — the favorite ballistic app of 
the Houston test group. The SIG Kilo 4K will also 
pair with Basemap software to allow you to overlay 
your data onto a digital map. All the apps are free 
except for the full version of the Applied Ballistics 
Mobile app (not required), which is $30.

The display is configurable. How much data do you 
want to show? Do you want to see a simple circle 
for target selection or a complete reticle. Default 
settings turn the display off after 30 seconds, but that 
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with the open middle, thinking it 
was very easy to select a precise 
point of aim. The display didn’t 
“bloom” on us even when using 
the brighter settings.  

The onboard ballistics app is 
provided by the same engineers 
who developed the Sierra Infinity 
Exterior Ballistics software. 
The operation was fairly simple. 
Twenty-five ballistics “Groups” 
are provided along with data on 
each to help users decide which is 
most appropriate for their rifles. 
Group selection is done from the 
mode switch. Then just range 
and go. We found their solutions 
to be within a 1⁄10th of a mil or 
2 with the known adjustments 
on our rifle. As mentioned, the 
wind adjustment shown is for a 
constant, full-value 10-mph wind. 
Since the actual wind will never 
be exactly what is shown on the 
display (of course), the user must 
make adjustments for different 
angles or velocities, but at least 
he has a good starting place. 

We would like to provide some 
hints on laser range finders, what 
works well and what doesn’t, 
courtesy of Leupold and the 
manual that accompanies the 
RX-2800. 

“Surface texture, color, size 
and shape of the target all affect 
reflectivity, which in turn affects 
the maximum range of the 
instrument. As a rule of thumb, 
brightly colored targets are much 
more reflective than dark targets. 
Tan game coats are more reflective 
(and thus provide a more solid 
reading) than a black roof. A shiny 

surface is more reflective than a 
dull surface. Smaller targets are 
more difficult to range than larger 
targets. Light conditions, haze, 
fog, rain and other environmental 
conditions can all affect ranging 
performance. Any factor which 
degrades air clarity will reduce 
the maximum effective range. The 
sun generates infrared energy that 
can degrade ranging performance 
in bright conditions or while 
ranging towards the sun.” 

The RX-2800 gave us ranges 
consistent with the other units 
on every target selected. We liked 
the clarity and the crispness of 
the display best of the four units 
tested. We would like the mode 
button to be a bit larger. Without 
actually looking at it, finding 
the button low on the left side 
and activating it was a bit of a 
challenge. While not as extensive 
as that for the SIG, the onboard 
app was easy to configure and 
use. Warranty is only two years, 
substantially below the other 
three tested.

Our Team Said: The Leupold RX-2800 
TBR is another quality laser range finder 
that also offers a ballistic solution. 
The software involved is not quite as 
complete as others in this test. That 
means it provides most of the necessary 
data while being less complicated to use. 
For many, less is more. We recommend 
trying both to see which you prefer.

GUN TEST GRADE: A-
 
 Written and photographed 

by Joe Woolley, using 
evaluations from Gun TesTs 

Team members. GT

Our 45% IPSC plate seemed to get lost in the background clutter 
to the point that none of the four range finders could recognize it.



● We keep getting requests from gun tests readers to test 
additional 10mm Autos, so we found three more good 

1911-style pistols in this chambering to show you. Tested: 
Rock Island Armory’s M1911A1 FS Tactical II, a Dan Wesson 
Razorback, and a Taylor’s & Company M1911A1 FS Tactical II 

similar to the RIA gun.

● Precision 6.5 Creedmoors: Savage 110 Elite Precision 
Impulse with a straight-pull action, a Tikka T3X CTR, and a 

SIG Cross with 18-inch barrel. How did they do?

COMING UP IN GUN TESTS

● Accessories Comparison. Part 2 of our laser range finding 
match up in this issue. Test units: The Burris LRF 2000 $299, 

claims a maximum ranging capability of 2400 yards. Last was the 
just-released $499 Vortex Laser HD 4000 GB with onboard 
environmental sensors and a stated max range of 2400 yards. 

● Best Handguns and Gear for Women in 2023: If you want to 
know the best handguns and gear for women, look to see what 

women are choosing to train with and carry. We compare the top 
choices as compiled by a national women’s shooting program.

● Home-defense shotguns have always been some of our most-
requested product comparisons. We survey the best 

models to look at among all actions and sizes, including models 
from Remington, Armscor, Mossberg, Tokarev, Rock Island Armory, 
Legacy Sports, Black Aces, Toros Copolla, Panzer Arms, Benelli, 

Beretta, Winchester, and others.

To set up your online Gun TesTs and Gun TesTs+ 
accounts, please type the line below into a browser and 

follow the instructions on the page:

Gun-Tests.com/online-account-activation/ 

MORE AT GUN TESTS+


